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MARKETS Value Change %Change
DJIA 22,024.87 25.88 0.12%

S&P 500 2,468.11 3.50 0.14%

NASDAQ 6,345.11 12.1 0.19%

FTSE 100 7,433.03 49.18 0.67%

DAX 12,263.86 86.82 0.71%

CAC 40 5,176.61 36.36 0.71%

IBEX 10,544.30 62.8 0.60%

NIKKEI 225 19,713.62 -15.66 -0.08%

HANG SENG 27,391.58 -17.49 -0.06%

CURRENCIES Value Change %Change
EUR-USD 1.1782 0.0015 0.13%

USD-JPY 109.83 -0.36 -0.33%

GBP-USD 1.2902 0.0011 0.09%

AUD-USD 0.7933 0.0008 0.10%

USD-CAD 1.2611 -0.0007 -0.06%

USD-CHF 0.9646 -0.0012 -0.12%

EUR-GBP 0.9133 0.0005 0.05%

USD-HKD 7.8216 0 0.00%

EUR-CHF 1.1365 0.0002 0.01%

Qatari Sovereign Wealth Fund Reduces Stake in Credit Suisse
The Qatar Investment Authority has reduced its direct shareholding in Credit Suisse 
Group AG to 4.94 percent in one of the sovereign wealth fund’s rare sales of the 
Swiss bank’s stock.

The QIA previously held 5.01 percent in voting rights and is reporting a sale of 
shares for the first time since 2008. Qatar’s overall holding -- including bonds which 
convert into equity if capital levels fall below a certain threshold -- declined to 15.91 
percent from 17.98 percent after a rise in the number of outstanding Credit Suisse 
shares because of its capital increase.

Credit Suisse, halfway through a three-year strategy revamp, raised about 4.1 billion 
francs ($4.21 billion) in June after tapping shareholders for a second time since 
Chief Executive Officer Tidjane Thiam took over in mid-2015. The fresh funding will 
increase its common equity Tier 1 capital to 13.4 percent of risk-weighted assets, up 
from 11.7 percent in the first quarter.
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Trump Says Amazon Does ‘Great Damage’ to Retailers
U.S. President Donald Trump once again unloaded on Amazon.com Inc., tweeting 
that the company is hurting other retailers and implying that it’s killing industry 
jobs across the U.S.

Amazon is causing "great damage to tax paying retailers," Trump said in a Twitter 
post Wednesday, causing shares in the online retailer to fall. “Towns, cities and states 
throughout the U.S. are being hurt - many jobs being lost!” Trump said in the tweet.

Trump’s reference to “great damage” echoes chatter in Washington and academic 
circles that Amazon and other technology companies may have become too big 
and powerful. Apple Inc. Alphabet Inc., Microsoft Corp., Facebook Inc. and Amazon 
are the biggest companies in the world by market cap and dominate many facets 
of everyday life. Some critics have even suggested that they should be broken up.

Britain's EU Exit Will Lead to a Worse Customs Deal
Britain’s exit from the European Union will result in a worse customs deal than it has 
now, an independent think tank warned on Thursday.

The only way for the U.K. to avoid customs checks and extra costs would be to 
stay in the single market and customs union, the London-based Institute for 
Government said in a report. Other options include staying in the customs union 
while leaving the single market or negotiating a free-trade agreement, but these 
would cause disruption to supply chains and would require trade-offs with the EU, 
the institute said. 

“The government’s position papers show it grasps the potential for disruption to 
trade when we leave the EU,” Jill Rutter, the institute’s Brexit program director, said 
in an email. “Until we see plans for the future relationship with the Single Market, 
particularly for agriculture and fisheries, we will not know the scale of likely border 
checks and additional compliance costs.”

Global Economy Looks Set for a Year of Faster, Firmer Growth
The world economy looks well on its way to a year of faster, firmer growth after 
rising at its most rapid pace in 2 1/2 years in the second quarter.

The expansion is broad based as long-time laggards Japan and the euro area 
perk up. Even more encouraging: The gains look sustainable because they’re not 
generating much in the way of inflation or other excesses that frequently presage a 
downturn, economists said.

“The global economy is in better shape than it has been in several years,” said 
Torsten Slok, chief international economist at Deutsche Bank AG in New York. “We 
just don’t see what would be a trigger for a recession.”


